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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 
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Paper 6 series overview 
J250/06 is the second physics foundation tier paper in the Gateway GCSE Combined Science suite. It 
assesses content from specification topics P4-P6. It also assumes knowledge of the topics in B1-B3. To 
perform well on this paper, candidates need to have a sound knowledge of the theory covered in topics 
P4-P6 and be able to apply this to novel situations. They also need to apply the skills and understanding 
that they have developed in the practical activities covered in topic CS7. This paper also contains 
questions that have elements of synopticity, drawing on material covered by topics P1-P3. There are 
also questions that involve the examination of key mathematical requirements from Appendix 5f of the 
specification. 

Candidate performance 

Candidates who did well on this paper had a good background knowledge and generally did the 
following: 

• Performed calculations involving substituting into equations including conversion of units: Q3, 
Q6, Q7, and Q15(b) 

• Interpreted correctly: information from tables, graphs, Q12(c) and diagrams Q13(d) 
• Demonstrated a good knowledge identifying types of radiation Q13(b) 
• Applied their knowledge of physics concepts to novel situations: Q4, Q9 Q14(b) 

 

Candidates who did less well generally lacked basic understanding of physics concepts. This led to 
many candidates giving a no response to questions that required this background knowledge (AO1 
and AO3) whereas they made good attempts at manipulating given data (AO2). 

They generally did the following 

• Found multi-choice questions that depended on prior knowledge difficult, e.g. Q1, Q2, And Q4 
• Did not know the method for comparing different types of radioactive sources Q13(b)(ii) 
• Could not complete a decay equation Q13(b)(ii) 
• Did not know the parts of spectrum Q11(a) and why sound isn’t part of it Q11(b) 
• Had little knowledge of electrical safety Q14(b) 
• Showed little understanding of energy stores or energy dissipation Q12(d) and Q14 (a)(ii) 
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Section A overview 
This section consisted of ten multiple choice questions. Virtually all candidates attempted these 
questions. Questions 3, 6 7, 8 and 10 were generally well answered and tended to be questions using 
mathematical skills. Questions 1, 2, 4 and 9 which required background knowledge (AO1) were not so 
well answered. 

 

Question 1 

Candidates had difficulty deciding between the correct response A, and C which was incorrect 

Question 2 

Only a minority of candidates selected the correct response D, A was the most common distractor 
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Question 3 

Most candidates answered this question correctly. 

Question 4 

This question was not well answered with all distractors equally likely to be seen. 
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Question 5 

A reasonably well answered question, D was a common wrong answer. 

Question 6 

Candidates generally answered this question correctly 
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Question 7 

This question was generally answered correctly. C was the most common incorrect option. 

Question 8 

Most candidates correctly answered this question. 
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Question 9 

Candidates answered this question reasonably well. A and C were the most common incorrect 
responses 
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Question 10 

The candidates mostly answered this question correctly 
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Section B overview 
The questions in this section where mostly short structured questions or calculations. There was one 6-
mark level of response question. 

 

Question 11 (a) 

This question had a surprising number of ‘no responses’ and many candidates leaving one blank cell 
also lost the mark. Incorrect answers commonly included sound/ultrasound or alpha/beta 

 

AfL 

 
Candidates often miss parts of questions which require them to mark or 
annotate a diagram, rather than writing an answer in blank space. 
Encourage candidates to read the text for instructions rather than scanning 
for answer space to identify where there is a command word, such as 
complete or show. 

 

Question 11 (b) 

Very few candidates understood the difference between sound and waves in the electromagnetic 
spectrum. It was common for candidates to state the wording of the question ‘Sound waves are not 
electromagnetic’, or that ‘sound cannot be seen’. The most frequent correct response seen was that 
sound is a longitudinal wave. 
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Question 11 (c) (i) 

Candidates generally answered this question correct. A common error was to response ‘the right side’ 

Question 11 (c) (ii) 

The majority of candidates answered this question correctly. 

Question 11 (d) 

Candidates generally answered this question well and the majority understood the risks of these ionising 
radiations. Causing cancer was the most commonly seen marking point. Some candidates, like in 
Exemplar 1, had the correct general idea but did not use exact enough language to score the mark. 

Exemplar 1 
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Question 12 (a) 

Most candidates attempted this question. Protractor was the most commonly achieved marking point. 
Although there was a wide number of incorrect spellings seen. The main incorrect responses were, 
stopwatch or timer to measure stopping distance and metre stick instead of the correct metre rule(r). 

Question 12 (b) 

Most candidates gained one mark for idea of repeating readings using the same toy car or starting from 
same spot were the other common correct responses. It was common to see ‘keep the angle the same’ 
which was the independent variable in this experiment or ‘keep the same distance’ which was the 
dependent variable. It was also common to see ‘keep everything the same’ which was too vague to gain 
credit. 
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Question 12 (c) (i) 

The points were generally plotted correctly. Although, it was a common error for candidates to plot 
numbers from the Attempt 1 column rather than the mean. Candidates commonly lost the line mark by 
joining the dots with a ruler or by having multiple or thick lines. Centres should continue to advise 
candidates to use a sharp pencil for graphs rather than pens. 
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Question 12 (c) (ii) 

Candidates generally obtained the first marking point but the second point where candidates needed to 
comment on the change of gradient, was seldom seen. Where candidates did not gain the first mark it 
was for ambiguous phrases such as ‘the longer the car takes to stop’ or for referring to stopping time 
rather than distance. 

Question 12 (c) (iii) 

This question was generally well answered. Responses that did not gain the mark were either under-
reading by 5 or over reading by 10 so 32 and 47 were commonly seen. 

Question 12 (c) (iv) 

Many candidates had the correct idea, that the precision was linked to the range, but did not gain the 
mark by not comparing to the ranges of the other angles in the table as shown in Exemplar 2. 

Exemplar 2 
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Question 12 (d) 

Candidates found this question challenging. A few responses were seen with the correct responses 
reversed, Gravitational Potential energy was often stated as the increasing store, but mostly 
mechanisms (such as friction/drag) were given rather than energy stores.  Some candidates clearly 
missed the reference to ‘from point X to point Y’ and gave the changes while moving down the slope. 

Question 13 (a) 

Very few correct responses were seen. Lots of responses were about electron shells, or atoms 
containing radiation/alpha/beta/gamma 

Question 13 (b) (i) 

Quite a few no responses were seen from candidates.  Some correct responses were given, the beta 
particle was correct more often, but a number of candidates still could not recall the mass number of a 
beta particle. In general, a wide range of numbers were included in the incorrect responses. 
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Question 13 (b) (ii) 

There were a lot of no responses here, with very few candidates actually being able to describe a 
practical. Those that did get the right idea often got 3 marks, for the materials, and the penetrating ability. 
Very few were able to obtain the Geiger counter mark for 4 marks. A wide range of experiments were 
suggested in the responses, many involving chemical reactions or a change of state, along with 
Rutherford gold leaf experiments. 

Question 13 (c) 

The majority of candidates answered this question correctly with alpha being the most common 
response. Gamma was the most common incorrect response 
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Question 13 (d) (i) 

The question was mostly well answered by candidates. However, some marks were lost because 
responses weren’t explicit about which model was being discussed, for example ‘one has an orbit, one 
doesn’t’. 

Question 13 (d) (ii) 

A generally well answered question.  Improved technology was the most common correct response. 
Some candidates described the Rutherford gold leaf experiment as evidence of more research, others 
talked more generally about scientists carrying out experiments, sharing theories. Incorrect responses 
included atoms evolving or scientists are now more intelligent. 
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Question 14 (a) (i) 

Most candidates had the battery correct, but did not obtain a mark by not linking the fan to a.c.mains or 
power generators. A lot of candidates just referred to the diagram to give plug or socket as the source of 
energy for the fan. 

Question 14 (a) (ii) 

Candidates found this question challenging with not much understanding of the term dissipated.  There 
were quite a few no responses. Most responses talked about the ‘useful’ energy transfer to kinetic 
energy in the fan blades / air. 

Exemplar 3 

 

In Exemplar 3, the candidate has realised that the movement is causing the dissipation of energy but 
has not gained the mark because they have not said this is causing a transfer of heat and sound 
(eventually increasing the thermal energy store of the surroundings).  

 

Misconception A few candidates thought that fans make cold air. 
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Question 14 (a) (iii) 

This substitution question was generally well answered by the majority of candidates. 
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Question 14 (b) 

Candidates found this 6-mark level of response question challenging. The question was attempted by 
most candidates but the majority of those did not gain a mark and were mostly just referencing and 
describing the diagram, rather than using their own knowledge. As a result, a few candidates linked the 
earth wire to safety and achieved Level1 for a very simple explanation of the tumble dryer safety as 
shown in Exemplar 4. A lot of candidates focused on the casing, and the idea that metal is stronger than 
plastic, or on whether or not they were able to catch on fire. It was surprising how many could not link the 
idea of a plastic casing acting as an insulator. Credit worthy responses were likely to be at Level 1, since 
many candidates ignored the instruction to include the function of the three wires. While handwriting was 
occasionally very poor, the quality of written English was generally good.  Responses often contained 
contradictory statements for example ‘drill is safe because it had a plastic case, but not safe because it 
lacked an earth wire’. Exemplar 5 shows a response that was given Level 3. This response includes 
explanations for both the tumble dry and drill. It also gives a description of the role of the three wires. It 
was given 5 rather than 6 because of the very limited description of the neutral wire. 
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Exemplar 4 
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Exemplar 5 
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Question 15 (a) (i) 

Many candidates gained this mark. The common errors were 1.4, or counting the return as well, so 
having 2.4 as a response. 
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Question 15 (a) (ii) 

Most candidates scored 1 mark for 180 000 but did not half this answer, as they did not understand that 
the time was for the signal to get there and return. 

Question 15 (a) (iii) 

Very few candidates obtained this mark. Most did not link the amplitude to the amount of energy in the 
wave, and therefore were unable to obtain the answer. 

Question 15 (b) 

Very few candidates obtained full 4 marks, but most did rearrange the equation correctly and substitute 
into it to obtain 3 marks. Very few converted 200Mhz correctly. 
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Question 16 (a) 

This question was answered well by most candidates. Most were able to recall the definitions of each 
term. Candidates who did not gain any marks usually did not use the data as instructed in the question 
as shown by Exemplar 6. Only a relative few candidates had the terms the wrong way around. 

Exemplar 6 
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Question 16 (b) 

Candidates found this question challenging.  A wide range of incorrect responses were seen. For 
example, by halving numbers until the answer matched the number of throws or just by halving either 
one of the values on the table or the sum of the means. 
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